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A half-zythian bard named Vanx is in chains for bedding the Duchess of Highlake. The Duke wants him dead, but

his wife secretly sent their daughter to buy his freedom from the slave markets. This is bad news, for bad things can

happen to an ill guarded caravan in the mountains. When the duke's mercenaries attack to kill the adulterous

prisoner all hell breaks loose. Now, the only way Vanx and the Princess of Highlake can escape the duke and his men

is if they can somehow make it through the Wildwood, a place that no one has ever returned from before.....

From the Author:

After I finished writing The Wardstone Trilogy, I still had several months to go before I would be released from

prison. I did not want to lapse in my religious routine of penning three thousand words a day, so I didn’t. Book One –

Through the Wildwood, is a fun and intense book that introduces a few of the series main characters. I have over a

thousand pages worth of Vanx Malic and his curious group of companions sitting here in longhand. I will be

publishing them in eBook format, about two hundred fifty pages at a time, over the next year and a half. In lieu of

further sales pitching, I invite you to click the "Look Inside" icon on the books fantastic cover image and start

reading. 

Enjoy the journey, M. R. Mathias

About the Author:

M.R. Mathias rose from unknown to award-winning, best-selling author at a pace most authors can only dream

about. He is a prolific writer of epic fantasy novels, novellas, and short stories. Despite his busy writing, publishing,
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and promotional schedule Mathias continues to aid his fellow indie authors by posting about their books at Twitter

and Facebook etc. 

He shared his considerable knowledge of self-promotion in publishing The First Ten Steps. The book has become an

important indie guide for navigating the often murky waters of using social media sites to get your eBook in front of

avid readers.

Mathias has taken cross promotion to a new level in his "Indie Kindy" giveaways where he gives away a FREE Kindle

Touch and or Kindle Fire loaded with independently published books. These events create a great deal of interest for

the authors involved and to independently published books as a whole.

It is a pleasure working with M.R. Mathias and watching his amazing run at the top of the Amazon best seller lists.

William R. Potter

Indie author

Founder of the Independent Author Network
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